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Exchange bias in ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic systems can be explained in terms of various interfacial
phenomena. Among these spin glass frustration can affect the magnetic properties in exchange bias systems.
Here we have studied a NiMn/CoFeB exchange bias system in which spin glass frustration seems to play
a crucial role. In order to account the effect of spin glass frustration on magnetic properties, we have
performed the temperature and cooling field dependence of exchange bias. We have observed the decrease
of exchange bias field (HEB) with cooling field (HFC) whereas there is not significant effect on coercive field
(HC). Exponential decay of HEB and HC is found in these exchange bias systems. Further, training effect
measurements have been performed to study the spin relaxation mechanism. We have fitted the training effect
data with frozen and rotatable spin relaxation model. We have investigated the ratio of relaxation rate of
interfacial rotatable and frozen spins in this study. The training effect data are also fitted with various other
models. Further, we observed the shifting of peak temperature towards higher temperature with frequency
from the ac susceptibility data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Historically, exchange bias was first studied in fer-
romagnetic (FM)/antiferromagnetic (AFM) systems1–5.
However, study of exchange bias in FM/spin-glass (SG)
systems present a unique opportunity to explore how
the SG component can also induce a unidirectional
anisotropy leading to exchange bias. Exchange bias ef-
fects have been investigated in spin-glass AgMn, CuMn
dilute alloys and also in FM/SG nanocomposite sys-
tems6,7.

Mn based AFM materials like FeMn, IrMn, PtMn,
PdMn, NiMn have a good thermal stability that is the
main requirement of exchange biased spintronic devices8.
One other important property of these above AFM’s is
their high Néel temperature TN . For example, the TN of
Ni50Mn50 is 1070 K9. As-grown NiMn is paramagnetic
with a face centred cubic (FCC) structure whereas post
deposition annealing develops antiferromagnetic phase
with face centred tetragonal (FCT) structure10,11. The
lattice constants of FCT NiMn are a = b = 3.74 Å and c
= 3.52 Å 10,11. EB properties was reported in Co/NiMn
system deposited on Cu (001) substrate. EB has also
been investigated in some of the AFM’s such as NiMn,
IrMn, Cr2O3 grown on Pt buffer layer11. One can tune
the microstructure by selecting the proper seed layer and
hence the magnetic properties10. Exchange anisotropy at
the FM/AFM interface can be controlled through proper
selection of substrate, buffer layer and growth conditions
due to the modification of structural orientations11–13.
AFM order can also be induced by choosing proper seed
layer.

In this study, we have performed the temperature and
cooling field dependence of exchange bias to investigate
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the effect of interface and the SG ‘bulk′ on magnetic prop-
erties. Contribution of ‘bulk′ spins of NiMn has also been
investigated from the variation of exchange bias field with
its thickness. Besides, the increase in the relaxation rate
ratio of rotatable and frozen spins indicates that not only
the interface but also ‘bulk′ spins of NiMn contribute to
the observed results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS:

Deposition of Ni50Mn50 (t = 5, 15 nm)/Co40Fe40B20

(5 nm) bilayers on Si (100) substrate has been performed
by dc magnetron sputtering at room temperature (RT).
Pt has been deposited on top of Ta as seed layer. Ta
has also been deposited as capping layer to avoid oxi-
dation. We have not performed post deposition anneal-
ing to induce AFM order in NiMn. However, Pt and
Ta are deposited to promote AFM order 11 and modify
interfacial exchange coupling through microstructure ad-
justment. The substrate was rotated at 20 rotation per
minute (rpm) speed during deposition of all the mag-
netic layers to avoid growth induced uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy. The rate of deposition of Ta, Pt, NiMn, and
CoFeB are 0.13, 0.3, 0.14, and 0.16 Å/sec, respectively.
The magnetic measurements have been performed using
a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer (MPMS 3).
All the sample details are given in table 1.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

A. Magnetization vs temperature

To elucidate the magnetic nature of the films dc-
magnetization measurements were performed as a func-
tion of temperature and fields. Figure 1 (a),(b) represent
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FIG. 1. (a)-(b) M vs T curves under ZFC, FC condition and –d(MFC-MZFC)/dT vs T plots for the samples S1 and S2.

TABLE I. Details of sample nomenclature and configuration.

Sample name Sample structure

S1 Si(100)/Ta(3 nm)/Pt(2.5 nm)/NiMn (5 nm)/CoFeB(5 nm)/Ta (3 nm)

S2 Si(100)/Ta(3 nm)/Pt(2.5 nm)/NiMn (15 nm)/CoFeB(5 nm)/Ta (3 nm)

the magnetization (M ) vs temperature (T ) curves under
zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) conditions
in a magnetic field of 10 mT. We found the peak tem-
peratures (TP ) of 22, and 47 K in samples S1 and S2,
thus, TP increases with the thickness of NiMn. The TP
has broadened for higher thicknesses of NiMn due to in-
crease in particle size and broader size distribution14. We
found the bifurcation in ZFC and FC M − T curves in
all the samples at a temperature known as irreversibility
temperature (Tirr).

B. Magnetic hysteresis

Figure 2 shows the magnetic hysteresis loops of sam-
ple S2 in zero field cooled (ZFC), positive and negative
field cooled conditions (200 mT field), respectively at 10
K temperature. We found the negative exchange bias
of 12.78 mT strength in ZFC condition indicating that
the presence of positive exchange interaction at the inter-
face. We found the negative and positive exchange bias
in this sample under positive and negative field cooled
conditions. This indicates the presence of positive and
negative exchange interaction at the interface. However,
the magnitude of exchange bias is different for field cool-
ing in 200 mT (14.66 mT) and -200 mT (8.29 mT) fields,
respectively. This, indicates that the coupling strength
is different under positive and negative field cooling con-
ditions, respectively.

C. Temperature dependence of exchange bias

It is reported in the literature that the temperature
dependency behaviour of exchange bias and coercivity
in FM/AFM and FM/SG systems is different15,16. Our
motivation is to investigate the temperature dependency

of EB in CoFeB/NiMn films and find out if it follows a
trend similar to the FM/SG systems. The same experi-
ments will also help us to find the blocking temperature
of exchange bias. To perform temperature dependency
of exchange bias, M −H loops have been taken after FC
from 400 K down to the desired temperatures (2, 10, 20,
30, 50, 100 and 300 K) in presence of 200 mT field. Fig-
ure 3 shows the plots of HEB and HC with temperature
for all the samples and the experimental data were fit-
ted using single exponential decay functions, given in eqs.
(1) and (2), respectively, to find the presence of magnetic
frustration in these systems 15,17,18.

HEB(T ) = H0
EBexp(−T/T1) (1)

HC(T ) = H0
Cexp(−T/T2) (2)

where H0
EB and H0

C are the exchange bias and coercive
fields at 0 K, T1 and T2 are the constants. Table 2 shows
the parameters obtained from the fit of the HEB , HC vs
T experimental data using eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.

It is reported in literature that the competition be-
tween Rudermann-Kittel-Kosuya-Yosida (RKKY) and
direct exchange interactions gives the exponential decay
of HEB and HC with temperature15. RKKY interac-
tion is the coupling of internal spins of SG and FM spins
whereas direct exchange interaction is the coupling of
surface spins of SG and FM spins15. Thus, magnetic
frustration gives exponential decay of HEB and HC with
temperature.

We found Tg where the sudden rise of exchange bias
occurs of ∼ 50 K for all the samples. The increase in
number of frozen spins at low temperature region (< 50
K) gives sudden rise in HEB

19–22. But, we also observed
a sudden rise of HC at low temperature region (< 50 K).
Thus, at low temperature, the presence of large number
of low anisotropy rotatable spins give a sudden rise in
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FIG. 2. Plots of hysteresis loop of sample S2 for negative, positive field cooling (FC) in 2 kOe field (b) and zero field cooling
(ZFC) (a) states, respectively.

FIG. 3. (a)-(b) Plots of HEB , HC vs T experimental data along with their fits using eqs. (1) and (2) for samples S1 and S2,
respectively.

HC
19. The spin glass like frustration might be a reason

for the presence of both frozen and low anisotropy rotat-
able spins at temperature below 50 K19. It is reported
in literature that simultaneous decay of exchange bias
field and coercive field w.r.t. temperature is not found in
FM/AFM system16. The temperature where exchange
bias vanishes is known as blocking temperature TB . We
found that TB remains similar in all the sample.

D. Cooling field dependence of exchange bias

In order to find additional evidence for the nature of
interface, cooling field dependence of exchange bias can
be performed. Figure 4 shows the trends of HEB and
HC with HFC for the samples S1 and S2. To perform
the cooling field dependency of EB, the samples were
field cooled from 400 to 2 K in presence of various mag-
netic fields (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 5 T) and then
M −H loops were taken. In our study, we found the
decrease of HEB with increase in cooling field whereas
HC remains almost constant. Similar trend of HEB and
HC with cooling field has been reported in FM/SG sys-
tem23. However, in a FM/AFM system, HEB rises with
increase in cooling field due to the enhancement in num-

ber of pinned moments along the cooling field direction24.
We can interpret this behaviour as the presence of FM
and AFM mix interactions in our systems. We found
highest HEB in sample S2 at 10 K temperature. Thus,
HEB is dependent on NiMn thickness indicating that not
only the interface but also the ‘bulk′ part of the NiMn
contribute to exchange bias.

E. Training effect

One of the important properties of the exchange bias
systems is the training effect. Due to field cooling, the in-
terfacial spins go to metastable states. However, consec-
utive cycling of the hysteresis loop without field cooling
leads to relaxation of the metastable spins. The relax-
ation mechanism can be described by the training effect
data analysis through various models. We field cooled
(FC) the samples down to 5 K from 400 K in the pres-
ence of 500 Oe field to record the first hysteresis loop and
then the consecutive loops were taken for training effect
measurements. Figure 5 (a),(c) show the 1st, 2nd and
6th hysteresis loops and (d),(f) show the HEB vs n data
along with the fits using eqs. (4) and (5). The insets in
figures 5 (d),(f) are the HEB vs n−1/2 data with linear
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TABLE II. Fitting parameters obtained from the fits using eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.

Sample name H0
EB (mT) T1 (K) H0

C (mT) T2 (K)

S1 51.18 ± 1.56 3.02 ± 0.13 36.91 ± 3.68 9.57 ± 1.70

S2 42.22 ± 0.50 4.16 ± 0.08 33.49 ± 1.41 13.52 ± 1.02

FIG. 4. (a) HEB (b) HC vs HFC plots for the samples S1 and S2.

fits. We found large decrease in HEB in 2nd subsequent
M −H loop whereas gradual decrease is found after this
(n > 2). We could not fit the HEB vs n data using ther-
mal relaxation model as it excludes n = 125. However,
to determine the value of HEB∞, we have fitted the HEB

vs n−1/2 data using the below equation26;

HEB(n) = HEB∞ +
k

n1/2
(3)

where HEB(n) is the exchange bias field of nth loop,
HEB∞ is the exchange bias field in the limit of infinite
number of loops (n→∞) and k is the system dependent
constant. The values of HEB∞ obtained from eq. (3) are
given in table 3. We found that HEB∞ and HEB follow
the similar trend. Power law decay of exchange bias has
been observed in FM/AFM interfaces25–27. But, in this
study, spin glass like frustration is present. Therefore,
sudden decrease in HEB is found in n = 2 loop due to
less stability of interface spins under field reversal.

As eq. (3) failed to explain the training effect data,
We considered the model given by Binek which is known
as spin configurational relaxation model and is given be-
low28;

HEB(n+ 1)−HEB(n) = −γH(HEB(n)−HEB∞)3 (4)

where HEB(n), HEB(n+1) and HEB∞ are the ex-
change bias fields of the nth, (n + 1)th and in the limit
of infinite number of loops, respectively. γH is the char-
acteristic decay rate of the training effect and defined
as γH=b/(K2ζ) where K is a constant proportional to
the exchange coupling strength in FM/AFM system, ζ
is the inverse of relaxation time and b is another con-
stant25. The small value of γH indicates large deviation

from equilibrium steady state and hence large training
effect which is according to relaxation theory29. Such
spin configurational relaxation in training effect data is
also reported for a FM-SG interface.

Another approach to explain training effect data was
given by Mishra et al. which considers relaxation rate of
both the rotatable and frozen spins at the interface and
is described below30;

HEB(n) = HEB∞ +Afexp(−n/Pf ) +Aiexp(−n/Pi)
(5)

where Af , Pf are the interfacial frozen spin parameters
and Ai, Pi are the interfacial rotatable spin parameters
of the NiMn/CoFeB system. Pf and Pi are the relax-
ation rates of interfacial frozen and rotatable spins, re-
spectively. Pf and Pi are dimensionless. Af and Ai have
the dimension of mT. We observed that Af and Ai are
decreasing with the thickness of NiMn. Thus, the frozen
and rotatable interfacial spin components become lesser
with increase in thickness of NiMn. Also, Af is higher
than Ai indicating that the frozen spin components have
major contribution to the training effect. Pf is almost
constant for all the samples. However, Pi increases as
NiMn becomes thicker leading to an increment in Pi/Pf

indicating that not only the interface but also ‘bulk′ of
NiMn contributes to the relaxation.

The model given by Binek considers only instability of
interface AFM magnetization whereas Mishra et al. in-
troduced the relaxation of frozen and rotatable interface
spins. Parameters obtained by the fits using eqs. (3),
(4) and (5) are given in table 3. In the training effect
M −H loops (figure 5), the magnitude of HEB reduces
in the descending part of the loop whereas the magni-
tude remains constant in the ascending part of the loop
similar to FM/AFM systems31.
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FIG. 5. (a),(c) 1st, 2nd, and 6th subsequent hysteresis loops of samples S1 and S2. (d),(f) solid circles are the experimental
HEB vs n data, blue triangular data points are generated from eq. (4) and solid line is the fitted data using eq. (5). The insets

of the plots (d),(f) show the experimental HEB vs n−1/2 data along with the fits using eq. (3) for the samples S1 and S2.

TABLE III. The fitting parameters obtained using eqs. (3), (4) and (5).

Sample name HEB∞ (mT) γH (10−3 mT−2) Af (mT) Ai (mT) Pf Pi Pi/Pf

S1 4.42 ± 0.49 1.88 93.48 ± 3.13 10.27 ± 0.48 0.50 ± 0.08 10.88 ± 1.36 21.76

S2 6.98 ± 0.83 2.55 51.61 ± 4.55 7.85 ± 0.68 0.67 ± 0.05 19.05 ± 6.19 28.43

FIG. 6. Solid symbols are the experimental data of (a) HEB and (b) HC vs n for all the samples with the solid lines are the
fits using eq. (6) for the samples S1 and S2.

Above models describe the training induced relaxation of interface magnetization. However, we want to con-
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FIG. 7. (a),(b) Plots of real part of ac susceptibility (χ′) vs temperature (T ) and insets show the imaginary part of ac
susceptibility (χ′′) vs temperature (T ) plot at different frequencies for the samples S1 and S2.

TABLE IV. The fitting parameters obtained utilizing eq. (6).

Sample
name

HE(∞)
(mT)

AEB
S

(mT)
AEB

i
(mT)

nEB
0 τEB

S τEB
i HC(∞)

(mT)
ACO

S
(mT)

ACO
i

(mT)
nCO
0 τCO

S τCO
i

S1 8.52
±0.21

12.31
±1.05

6.13
±0.21

0.98
±0.20

0.45
±0.09

4.57± 0.98 10.21±0.09 12.11
± 0.09

7.35 ±
0.35

0.98
±0.06

0.41
±0.03

7.65
±0.75

S2 8.71
±0.05

11.76
±0.15

5.78
±0.09

1.00
±0.03

0.67
±0.06

13.57
±1.12

12.86
±0.31

9.06
±0.15

6.89
±0.09

1.00
±0.08

0.36
±0.03

6.32
±0.22

firm that not only FM/SG interface but also ‘bulk′ spins
of SG contribute to relaxation in training effect. In or-
der to separate the contribution of the ‘bulk′ NiMn and
interface spins of NiMn/CoFeB system towards training
induced relaxation, we fitted the training effect data us-
ing the following eq.32;

±HE,C(n) = ±HE,C(∞)

+AEB,CO
S exp[−(n− nEB,CO

0 )/τEB,CO
S ]

+AEB,CO
i exp[−(n− nEB,CO

0 )/τEB,CO
i ]

(6)

where HE(∞) and HC(∞) are the limiting values of
exchange bias and coercive fields after infinite number

of loop run (n → ∞). AEB,CO
s and AEB,CO

i have the
dimension of magnetic field in which the superscripts
EB, CO correspond to the exchange bias and coercivity
whereas the subscripts s, i indicate the weights of spin
glass ‘bulk′ and spin-glass-like interface, respectively. n,
n0 and τ have the dimensions of time. Relaxation veloc-
ity is determined by τ and the relaxation will be faster
for smaller τ . n0 is the shifting coefficient. Figure 6
shows the HEB , HC vs n data for all the samples along
with the fits using eq. (6). Table 4 shows the parame-
ters obtained by the fits using eq. (6). The amplitude of
decay AEB

i for the spin-glass-like interface is found to be
dependent on NiMn thickness whereas AEB

s which is the
amplitude of decay of ‘bulk′ NiMn spins is independent
on the NiMn thickness. It is found that the magnitude
of AEB

s is higher than AEB
i in all the samples. Simi-

larly, the magnitude of ACO
s is higher than ACO

i . In all

samples, τEB
i has a greater magnitude than τEB

s indicat-
ing that the ‘bulk′ spins of NiMn spin glass relax faster
than spin-glass-like interface spins. Thus, for smaller n,
‘bulk′ NiMn spins play dominant role whereas the spin-
glass-like interface spins play role for higher n in training
induced relaxation. The relaxation rate of spin-glass-like
interface spins τEB

i is dependent on the NiMn thickness.
It is also reported that the value of shifting coefficient n0
is approx. 1 in FM/SG system. We also found the value
of n0 ∼ 1 in this study.

F. AC susceptibility

To provide additional evidence about the magnetic na-
ture of NiMn in the NiMn/CoFeB bilayer, we performed
ac susceptibility measurements w.r.t. temperature at dif-
ferent frequencies in presence of an ac field of 0.3 mT.
Figure 7 shows the plots of real part of ac susceptibil-
ity (χ′) vs temperature and the insets show the plots of
imaginary part of ac susceptibility (χ′′) vs temperature
at different frequencies for all the samples. We found that
the peak temperature Tf , obtained from the real part of
the ac susceptibility (χ′) vs temperature (T ) plot, shifts
towards higher temperature confirming the SG nature of
NiMn. Tf has shifted from ∼ 26 K at 11 Hz to ∼ 30 K
at 444 Hz in sample S1. In sample S2, Tf gets shifted
from ∼ 34 K at 11 Hz frequency to ∼ 37 K at 444 Hz
frequency. The dynamic behaviour of magnetic system is
governed by temperature also33. Neel-Arrhenius (N-A)
proposed a model which considers both the anisotropy
energy Ea=KeffV and thermal energy kBT. Keff is the
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TABLE V. Fitting parameters obtained using eqs. (7) and (8) of all the samples.

N-A Model V-F law

Sample name f0 (Hz) Ea/KB (K) τ0 (s) EV F /kB (K) TV F (K)

S1 2.44×1016±7.22×1014 951.88±111.90 4.66×10−12±6.91×10−13 657.73±53.12 0.20±0.10

S2 5.88×1019±4.22×1018 1461.04±2.92 3.19×10−12±3.26×10−13 438.74±83.32 17.29 ±1.71

FIG. 8. (a),(b) Plots of frequency (f) vs Tf experimental data with fitted data using N-A model for the samples S1 and S2.

FIG. 9. (a),(b) Plots of ln(τ) vs Tf experimental data with fitted data using V-F law for the samples S1 and S2.

effective anisotropy constant which takes into account
surface, interface anisotropies etc. and V is the volume
of particles. N-A model can be expressed as follows33;

f = f0exp(−Ea/KBTf ) (7)

where, f is the rate of flipping of magnetization between
the two lowest energy states, an attempt frequency is
defined as f0 whose value for superparamagnets lies be-
tween 108 to 1012 Hz34,35. kB is the Boltzmann constant.
The values of f0 are found to be larger than the usual val-
ues of the superparamagnets. We obtained unphysical
large Ea/kB values from the fit using N-A model34. The
plots of frequency (f ) vs Tf are shown in figure 8. It is as-
sumed that the presence of interactions tune Tf through
the modification of energy barrier. Thus, the anisotropy
energy Ea and relaxation time are tuned not only by
thermal energy but also by the interaction present in the
system33. To explain magnetically interacting system,

Vogel-Fulcher (V-F) described a theory33,36,37;

τ = τ0exp(EV F /KB(Tf − TV F )) (8)

Where, EV F is the activation energy and Vogel-Fulcher
temperature, TV F , is a measure of the interaction
strength. The value of τ0 for a spin glass or cluster spin
glass system lies in-between 10−12 to 10−14 s37. Figure
8 shows the fit of Tf vs lnτ . We found the values of
τ0 similar to spin glass systems. The fitting parameters
obtained using eqs. (7) and (8) are given in table 5.

In summary, presence of magnetic frustration can be
concluded from the exponential decay of both HEB and
HC with temperature, the cooling field dependence of
exchange bias, ac susceptibility measurements etc. We
found the blocking temperature Tb, where maximum
number of particles are unblocked, from the M − T mea-
surements. Sudden rise in HEB is found below ∼ 50 K
from temperature dependence of exchange bias due to
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the role of frozen spins of SG. Again, the decrease in
exchange bias field HEB is observed with the increase
in cooling field HFC . We fitted the training effect data
using various models. Among them, thermal relaxation
model fails to explain training effect. We have investi-
gated from the training effect fitting that not only the
interface but also ‘bulk′ NiMn spins contribute for the
relaxation. The relaxation time τ0 obtained from V-F
law fitting indicates that the system has non-negligible
interaction like spin glass.
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